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Will iams  AV  is  making  inclusion  easier  for  all  by  enhancing  learning  experiences  for  video  presentations,  online
training,  webinars,  and  video  calls  with  our  real -t ime  language  translation  system,  Convey  Video.

Through  the  power  of  AI,  Convey  Video  can  instantly  and  continuously  translate  up  to  109  languages  and  153  dialects
into  on -screen  captions.  This  real -t ime  translation  system  changes  speech  to  text,  text  to  translation,  and  displays  text
over  a  video  source  in  real -t ime.  Convey  Video  is  affordable  and  easily  integrated  into  an  array  of  video  environments,
making  i t  easier  to  expand  access  of  language  translation  for  a  wider  range  of  events.  



AI based.  

109 Translated Languages and 153 Dialect. 

Personalization. Language, text size, selectable 1-3 lines of text, color, background and text location.

Enhanced Archiving Including:

Capture audio input [MP3], video output with translations/captions [MP4], text captions [.txt] and translated text [.txt].

Date and time stamp of text captions. 

Court archiving. On screen clock display for easy review of captions and translations with official court recordings. 

Selectable Video Input Options. (HDMI, USB  or Text over black for broadcast)

Setup. Easy language selection and setup using a keyboard, mouse, or touchscreen.

Affordable. Flexible Pay As You Go or subscription-based payment options. 

4K Resolution. Ability to upscale/Downscale, Non HDCP.

FEATURES

3rd Party Control. Available via Telnet and ethernet commands. 

Profanity Filter. Profanity filter can be turned on or off to adjust to the

requirements of the specific situation.

ASIO Driver. Increases compatibility with common DSP audio input

sources. 

Variable Translation Settings. Fast, normal, and steady options allow for

personalization of on-screen text transitions.

HDMI Audio Input. Adds ability to translate HDMI audio input, for

example far end audio from a web conference call. 



LANGUAGE LIST

*Not available for Speaker Language

Speaker Languages may have many dialects available
 


